By sputtering synthesis of cubic Cu 3 N, which decomposes at moderate temperatures, film growth proceeds with simultaneous nitrogen reemission from inside, leading to the formation of some unusual structures or morphology. We report a relief morphology comprising densely packed rosette-like features. The rosettes, typically 20 µm in size, show a radial furcation followed by successive bifurcation at ∼74
Introduction
Copper mononitride Cu 3 N in the anti-ReO 3 structure has a cubic unit cell with a lattice constant a = 0.382 nm, with twelve Cu atoms sitting at the middle of the edges and eight N atoms occupying the corners [1] . This is a rather open structure; hence, Cu 3 N is expected to be a good host material. In fact, there is both theoretical and experimental investigation upon the metallic Cu 4 N variant-the extra Cu atom resides in the centre of the unit cell [1] [2] [3] -but its existence still requires more experimental evidence. Since the coupling to the metal s band is partly compensated for by the repulsive interaction with the d-band electrons [4, 5] , the copper nitrides are remarkably unstable. A decomposition temperature of 100-470
• C has been reported by various authors [2, [6] [7] [8] [9] . The large uncertainty of the decomposition temperature may lie in the definition of decomposition temperature with regard to the various analysis methods and/or in the detection limit of the physical quantity that is taken as the index of decomposition. The quality of the sample containing various amounts of 1 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed. elemental Cu is also a possible source of inaccuracy. Bearing in mind that the decomposition debris is a good conductor, some beneficial applications of this thermally unstable material have been proposed, such as the fabrication of microscopic metallic links by heating or as light storage devices [10, 11] . However, in these applications the instability of the compound part remains troublesome.
The thermal instability of copper nitrides not only limits their applications, it also constitutes an essential difficulty in their synthesis and structural characterization. By applying plasma-or ion-beam-assisted methods that are very effective for the synthesis of dense phases of other metal nitrides, bombardment of the growing surface by energetic particles will initiate nitrogen reemission during film growth even on cold substrates. As to the structural characterization using a probe beam of very high energy density, such as in a transmission electron microscope, the electron beam will cause immediate local decomposition of copper nitride. This explains why until now there is no high-resolution transmission electron microscopic image of copper nitrides, to the best of our knowledge. The participation of continuing nitrogen reemission in the interplay of other influential factors such as chemical reaction, diffusion, sputtering and so on will considerably modify the growth of copper nitride films. In this paper we report the observation of a relief morphology comprising round blisters at the early stage and rosette-like [12] structures later on in films grown with reactive magnetron sputtering. The rosette displays successive furcations at an angle of ∼74
• , and often a perfect pentagram can be observed at the centre, which is particularly interesting since fivefold symmetrical structures occur rarely in the world of crystals. The presence of such relief-like structures implies a superplasticity of the growing copper nitride, since the area expansion with regard to the flat counterpart is as large as a few per cent. Scanning electron microscopic analysis reveals that the gliding of the crystallites, in a typical dimension of ∼50 nm, is responsible for the evolution of such morphology-a situation similar to the orogenic motion that builds mountains.
Experimental details
Copper nitride films were grown on Si(100) wafers in a customdesigned system by reactive magnetron sputtering of a highpurity (5N) Cu target with a gas mixture of N 2 and Ar. The base pressure was ∼10 −4 Pa. A fraction of argon, 40% in the total flow rate of 4 sccm, was added to the working gas to stabilize the plasma. In order to minimize the compound dissociation by heat, the substrate was held at 60
• C so as to achieve an acceptable adhesion. During sputtering growth, the working pressure was maintained at 1.2 Pa and the radio frequency power was tuned to 150 W. Surface morphology for the deposits was evaluated by a scanning electron microscope (SEM, SIRION) equipped with an energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometer. A transmission electron microscope (Tecnai F20) was operated at 200 keV to obtain micrographs of passable quality for the samples.
Results and discussion
Growth of copper nitride thin films under the given conditions generally results in a slightly substoichiometric deposit including scattered nanoparticles of elemental copper, roughly ∼5 nm in size under a transmission electron microscope; see figure 1 . Despite a poor image quality due to the sample instability under the focused high-energy electron beam, Cu particles with a smaller planar spacing still can be easily identified. The Cu content was strictly limited under 77.6% to guarantee the semiconducting nature of the deposits, which was confirmed by the temperature dependence of resistivity below room temperature down to 5 K (not shown here).
Under SEM, the films that were grown for 15 min, which are roughly 0.3 µm thick in the flat region, display a morphology with isolated round blisters (figure 2). These blisters exhibit a typical size of about 10 µm. In films deposited for 30 min, the protruding features turned into a ramified rosette-like structure. Such copper nitride rosettes are distributed very homogeneously across the sample surface, and show a striking size and shape uniformity, with a lateral dimension around 23 µm, as displayed in figure 3 . By close inspection of the individual rosettes, it is observed that the rays bifurcate at an averaged angle of ∼74
• , slightly larger than the wedge angle of 70.53
• for a tetrahedron. In some well developed ones, fivefold symmetry, in the sense of material symmetry without a geometrical accuracy [12] , can be confirmed at the centre of the rosette (figures 4(a), (b) ).
The round blisters in figure 2 and the rosettes in figure 3 are, however, not islands as usually witnessed in film growth. 4 . A close inspection of individual rosettes. Generally they manifest a ramified structure with rays bifurcating at ∼74
• (a). In ideal cases, perfect fivefold symmetry is to be perceived at the centre (b).
Rather, they are hollow constructions. This is confirmed by the occasional observation of some broken pieces-see the inset of figure 5 , and the energy-dispersive x-spectroscopic analysis through the crack detected only the silicon substrate and a trace of elemental copper, indicating that locally the film detaches completely from the substrate due to nitrogen reemission. But the local detachment of the film and the formation of such protruding features cannot have taken place on a well grown film due only to accumulated stress. The area of the protruding surface is a few per cent larger than the area it covers. This can be roughly verified by considering a 20 µm in dimension, 3 µm high round blister. The required area expansion is then ∼10%. Clearly, such a large coefficient of expansion is not to be anticipated for materials such as bulk copper nitride. There must be a microscopic process pertinent to the film growth that has led to this apparent 'superplasticity'.
In the SEM micrographs of large magnification, we see that the surface is uniformly composed of distinct crystallites in a dimension around ∼50 nm. On the flat part of the film, the surface is compact and smooth. In contrast, the surface of a protruding feature displays ragged steps and terraces, with the terraces made of two or three crystallites, as displayed in figure 6 . Also noteworthy is that the protruding features are also relatively thinner; for the rosette shown in the inset of figure 5 the thickness amounts to about three-quarters of that for the flat part. The seemingly large expansion in the copper nitride rosettes can be understood in analogy to orogenic motionrocks glide in the mountain-building process driven by stress from inside. The {111}-planes of Cu 3 N contain exclusively either Cu atoms or nitrogen atoms, hence the nitrogen reemission will most probably leave behind a crystallite in tetrahedral habit with enveloping amorphous Cu layers.
Though we failed to observe a well developed Cu 3 N tetrahedron under the transmission electron microscope-the image is spoiled to some extent due to the accelerated decomposition caused by high-energy electron bombardment-this can, however, be perceived from mesoscopic scale features in the film morphology. The packing of such nanocrystals in tetrahedral habit with soft clothing-disordered layers of copper-gives rise to successively branched-off rays at an angle of ∼74
• , and in the centre of a rosette initiated by five crystallites textured along the [110] direction it results in a fivefold symmetrical overall form. The amorphized {111}-planes provide a viable route for nanocrystal gliding. In the case where pressure arises from accumulated nitrogen inside and the film begins to delaminate, crystallites readjust their position and orientation to relax the stress, and together with the continuing growth of fresh crystallites they give rise to the observed protruding structures, generally without peeling off.
Summary
In summary, we have observed a relief morphology comprising round blistering and later densely packed rosettes formed by gliding of nanocrystals in copper nitride films. Both the limited size, in the nanometre range, of the crystallites and the gliding against each other originate in the fact that nitrogen in the compound reemits from the growing sample. The decomposition of copper nitride without any complications or detrimental consequences inspires many proposals for applications including making microscopic metallic links with maskless laser writing [11] . It can also be used as a sacrifice layer for the fabrication of free-standing layers of other functional materials. The patterned features, either naturally evolved here in the form of round blisters or rosettes, or artificially fabricated by heating, can serve as templates for microfabrication using an inverse duplication technique.
